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A NEW METHOD OF INTEGRATION BY MEANS OF
ORTHOGONALITY FOCI*

BY

A. A. POPOFF

Automechanical Institute, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

1. Introduction. This paper contains a new method of integration which is partly

graphical, partly analytical.1 It permits a simple determination of integrals of the

form J<t>i{x)<t>k{x)dx, where 4>i(x) is given graphically and tf>k(x) is given either graphi-

cally or analytically. The method requires the construction of certain diagrams, called

scales, showing the abscissae of the centroids of certain areas associated with <t>kix),

and is based on some properties of the so-called orthogonality foci. Finally, the

method is applied to interpolation, Fourier analysis, and the evaluation of Mohr in-

tegrals in the theory of structures.

2. Definite integrals. Let us consider the integral

J o
(x)4>h{x)dx. (2.1)

If rectangular cartesian coordinates x, y

are introduced, the functions $<(*),

<l>k(x) can be represented by curves, such

as in Fig. 1. We now consider a distribu-

tion of mass along the curve y=</>i(x),

O^x^l, the mass per unit length in the

^-direction being cf>k(x). The centroid of^-direction being <pk(x). ine centroid ot aif-^b' 1 _4a4

this mass distribution we shall call the j i

nrthnonnn.litv tonus* We shall denote if SCALE OF 4fo()p icl I I I orthogonality focus.2 We shall denote it

by Fik, and its coordinates by Pk, fik

(neither p* nor the total mass 12* of the

system depend on <£.(*))• We have

fit = f <f>k(x)dx. (2.2)
J 0

Q* is also the area under the curve

y=4>k(x). Since T represents the mass

moment of the mass distribution about

the ac-axis,
Fig. 1.

* Russian manuscript received Feb. 24, 1944. The present condensed version was prepared by Dr.

L. Bers, Brown University, and Professor G. E. Hay, University of Michigan.

1 This method was announced in the author's note entitled A new method of graphical integration,

C. R. (Doklady) Acad. Sci. URSS (N.S.) 38, (1943).
2 This name is justified by the properties discussed in Section 4.
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If'
pk — ~~ I x<f>k(x)dx, (2.3) fik = T/Uk- (2.4)

&k J 0

pk is also the abscissa of the centroid of the area under the curve y=<l>k(x).

The following lemmas can be verified easily:

(a) If is a linear function, its graph is a straight line and Fik lies on this line;

Fik can thus be found immediately if pk is known.

(b) If the interval (0,1) is divided into two parts, the orthogonal foci of the two parts

and of the whole are collinear.

These two lemmas permit a graphical determination to any desired degree of ac-

curacy of the point Fik and hence of the integral T. The procedure is as follows:

(a) The interval (0, /) is divided into 2m equal intervals3 (0,/j), (h,h), • • • ,(hm-i,l).

(b) Operation (a) divides the region under the curve y=<t>k{x) into 2m regions.

We find the centroids ar (r = 1,

2, • ■ • , 2m) of these 2m regions,4

then combine adjacent pairs of

regions and find the centroids lr

(r = l, 2, • ■ •, 2m_1) of the 2m~l
c , .. , • y /INTEGRAL CURVEregions so formed, then combine ~ '

adjacent pairs of these 2m_1 re-

gions and find the centroids cr

(r = l, 2, • • • , 2m~2) of the 2m~*

regions so formed, and so on. In

the final stage, we find the cen-

troid of the entire region under

the curve y=4>k(x). In the lower

part of Fig. 1, we see these cen-

troids in a case when m = 2.

(c) A diagram, called the scale ^ 2

of <f>k(x), is constructed. The mid-

dle part of Fig. 1 shows such a

scale. It consists of points aT(r = 1, 2, • • • , 2m) vertically above a, and all at the same

level, points bT(r = 1, 2, , 2m_1) vertically above hr and all at the same arbitrary

level slightly below the points aT, and so on.

(d) Operation (a) divides the curve y=<f>i(x) into 2m parts. We replace each part

by a segment of a straight line, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1, and assume that

the mass is distributed along these segments rather than along the curve.

(e) We determine the points Ar(r= 1, 2, • • • , 2m) of intersection of these line

segments with the verticals through the points ar. We then determine the points

Br(r = 1, 2, ••• , 2m~l) of intersection of the straight lines joining adjacent pairs of

points Ar with verticals through the points br. This process is repeated, until finally

we arrive at the final point Fik.

if) fit, which is the ordinate of Fik, is determined by measurement; the value T

of the required integral then follows from (2.4).

3 Unequal intervals could also be used.

4 It is to be noted that areas corresponding to negative values of 0t(x) must be considered as corre-

sponding to negative mass.
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3. Indefinite integrals. The graphical construction of Section 2 can be applied to

the indefinite integral J<j>i{x)4>k{x)dx, in the following manner (see Fig. 2). An in-

terval (0, I) on the x-axis is taken, and the construction of Section 2 is applied to the

integral /o0i,i(x)0i(x)<ix, where </>,-.i(x) — 4>,(x) in (0, li) and vanishes elsewhere. This

yields a point Fa,i with ordinate/«,]. The point (h, /a-,i) is then plotted. The con-

struction of Section 2 is then applied to the integral f0<j>i,2{x)<l>k(x)dx, where

</>«,2(x) =(j>i(x) in (0, li) and vanishes elsewhere. This yields a point Fik,2, and the

point (4, fik,2) is plotted. In this way we obtain the sequence of points (lr, fik,,),

(r= 1,2, • • • , 2m). Since

1 f'
fik,, = — I 4>i.r(x)<f>k(x)dx, (3.1)

"A- J 0

the curve passing through these points is approximately the integral curve, except

for the constant factor 1/12*.

Figure 2 shows this construction for the same functions <f>i(x), 4>k{x) considered

in Fig. 1, m again having the value 2.

4. Some properties of orthogonality foci, (a) If the x-axis passes through the

point Fik, then fik = 0, and by (2.4)

f.
I

<t>i(x)<f>k(x)dx = 0, (4.1)
0

i.e., <pi(x) and (j>k{x) are orthogonal. It is for this reason that Fik is called the orthogonal-

ity focus.

(b) Let us set <l>i(x) =<pk{x). Then, from (2.4),

1 r1
fkk = — [Mx)]2dx = 2fk (4.2)

Ot«/ 0

where fk is the ordinate of the centroid of the region under the curve y—<t>k{x),

(0^x^=1). We shall now prove the following theorem. The curve y = h<f>k(x), where h is

a constant, has the least mean square deviation from the curve y=<j>i{x) when

h = U/fkk. (4.3)

To prove this, we note that the mean square deviation is a minimum when

— f [<t>i(x) - h<l>,;(x)]2dx = 0,
dh J 0

i.e., when

X
I

[<t>i(x) — h<j>k(x)]<t>k(x)dx = 0,
0

or

h = ^ Mx)Mx)dx y/ J* [<t>k(x)]2dx = fil /fkk
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(c) Let us draw the horizontal line /3 through the point Fik (Fig. 3), and then rotate

(3 about Fik through an angle a to a new position ft. A new curve y=<t>' (x) is con-

structed such that the vertical distance from ft to points on this curve is equal to the

vertical distance from /3 to points on the curve y =<£;(*)• We shall now prove that

f <t>-(x)<f>k{x)dx = f <t>i{x)<t>k(x)dx. (4.4)
•* 0 "0

We have <£/ (a;) =<j>i{x)-\-{pk—x) tan a, where, it is recalled, p* is the abscissa of Fit-

Thus

(x)<t>k{x)dx = I 4>i{x)<t>k{x)dx + tan a I (pk — x)<t>k(x)dx.
0 J o J 0

The last integral vanishes, by the definition of pk, and the desired result is obtained.

It is to be noted that the two

curves have a common point I, about

which the curve is "rotated."

(d) Let us consider the case when

<t>i(x) is linear in each of the intervals

(0, h) (h, I), so that its graph is a

broken line abed (Fig. 4). We shall

now show that, if ab is rotated about a

point M on ab to a new position a'b',

then Fik is unchanged if cd is rotated

about a certain point N on cd in such a

way that bc = b'c'. The points M, N

are called conjugate foci. To prove

this theorem, we use Fig. 4, in which

Ai, At, A{, At are points leading to

the determination of T7,*, following

the procedure laid down in operation Fig. 3.

(e) of Section 2. From the three pairs

of similar triangles Mbb' and MAiA{, Ncc' and NAtAi, FikA\A{ and F^AtA't, we

have

bb' Pi cc' fit A\A[ a\

A iA x /3x — yi A 2-41 ft fit AtAt at

Since bb' =cc', a value for A1A1 /AtAi can be determined from the first two equations.

Substitution of this value in the third equation yields

am( 1/02) + «27i(1//3i) = «i + at. (4.5)

Thus ft is uniquely determined by ft; hence N is uniquely determined by M.

It is easily seen that, if rotations of the above type are carried out about conjugate

foci, and if 4>' (x) denotes the function the graph of which is a'b'c'd', then

/<*>.'(x)<fik(x)dx = f <f>i(x)<f>k(x)dx. (4.6)
0 J 0
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(e) Let us denote by Fn, and F,i

the orthogonal foci of the function

4>i(x) represented by the broken line

abed with respect to two functions

<t>k{x) and 4>i(x). We shall now show

that, there is a unique pair of con-

jugate foci M (on ab) and N (on cd)

such that rotations of ab about M and

cd about N (with bc = b'c') leave both

Fik and Fu unchanged. This follows

from the fact that Fu, is unchanged

if /3i and /32 (Fig. 4) satisfy (4.5), and

Fu is unchanged if they satisfy a sec-

ond relation of the same form as

(4.5). Since both these relations are

linear in l//3Jf l/ft, they can be solved

for unique values of |3i and /3S.

It is easily seen that, if rotations

of the above type are carried out

about such conjugate foci, and if

4>l (x) denotes the function the graph of which is displaced position of abed, then

(4.6) holds and also

Fig. 4.

f <f>! (x)<p,(x)dx = f <t>i{x)<t>i{x)dx.
J 0 J 0

Conjugate foci can be used widely in graphical computations dealing with stati-

cally indeterminate structures.

5. Application of orthogonality foci to the interpolation of curves. Let us consider

the application of orthogonality foci to the following problem. We are given two func-

tions or curves <f>i(x) and $*(*). It is required to find a straight line y=A +Bx such

that the integral

= f [<*>,- (A + Bx)Y<t>kdx, (5.1)
J 0

U

will have the least possible value. We shall now show that U has the least possible

value when the straight line y=A +Bx passes through the orthogonality foci Fik, Fu,

where <t>i = x<j>k-

We set dU/dA =dU/dB =0, to obtain the equations

/* I f I /• I<t>kdx + B I x<j>kdx = I <t>i<t>kdx,
0 Jo J 0

/x<f>kdx + B I x2<f>kdx = I x<t>i<t>kdx.
o J 0 " o

(5.2)

Let us consider the functions <j>0(x) = l, <t>i(x)=x, <t>2{x)=xi. We have Oo = J, fii = ^2,

^2 = \l3- If the orthogonality foci of <j>k with 4>0, <t>i, fa are denoted by Fko(po, fko),

Fk\{p\,fk\), Fk2(p2,fk2), respectively, and the orthogonality foci of (f>i with (j>k and 4>t

are denoted by Fik(pk,fik), Fn(pi, Fu), respectively, then
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/<t>kdx = fkol, I <t>kXdx = 5 fnl2, I <f>kx-dx = %fkil\
0 J 0 J 0

/4>i4>tdx = fit I <l>kdx = fikfkoL
o J o

/<t>i<t>ldx fn J <j)kxdx 2 filfkll^'
0 "0

(5.3)

Thus (5.2) can be written in the form

fk\l 2fkil
A + B = fa, A + B ~~ = (5.4)

tJkO Ojkl

Since p*, pi are abscissas of orthogonality foci, by (2.3) we have

fkJ

fkO

2fkil

Pk

Pi

Thus (5.5) take the form

= / x**dx //: 4>kdx =

= J" x2<f>kdx^ J* x<t>kdx =
3/«

(5.5)

A + Bpk = fik, A + Bpi = fa,

whence it follows that A and B must be such that the straight line y =A -\-Bx passes

through the orthogonality foci F,*, Fit.

In order to construct the straight line y = A+Bx which is such that U has the

least possible value, we can proceed as follows:

(a) Scales are constructed for <f>o = l, 4>i=x, 4>i = x2. These are as shown in Fig. 5

when the interval (0, I) is divided into 8 equal parts (m = 3).

(b) A scale is constructed for <f>k■ If the function <f>k is given, this can be done ana-

lytically. In any event, it can be done graphically using the scales in Fig. 5, since it

involves integrals of the forms J<t>kdx, J<j>kXdx.

J 1 1 I

o. =x
~TTT777?!ff%mWL

wm T-

Fig. 5.
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(c) A scale is constructed for 4>i = x4>k. This also can be done graphically by means

of the scales in Fig. 5.

(d) The foci Fik, Fu are found following the procedure outlined in Section 2. The

straight line through F,*, Fu is the required line.

6. Graphical harmonic analysis. Orthogonality foci can be used to obtain the

Fourier series expansion of a function which is given either analytically or graphi-

cally. If </>(x) denotes the function, its expansion into a Fourier series of sines or cosines

will involve the integrals

2 f1 _ tiirx
an = — I <j>(x) sin dx (« = 1, 2, • • • ),

1 J a I

2 f 1 nirx
b„ = — I <t>(x) cos dx (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

I J o I

(6.1)

where an, bn are Fourier coefficients.

Difficulties are encountered if the method of orthogonal foci is applied directly

to the integrals in (6.1). These difficulties are avoided if we write (6.1) in the form

2 r1
0l = — I <t>(x)4>,i(x)dx,

1 J 0

2 rl 2 r '
an = — I <t>(x)<t>.n(x)dx   I <j>(x)dx (n = 2, 3, • • • ),

I J o I J 0
(6.2)

where

2 f1 2 rl
bn = — I <t>(x)4>cn(x)dx   I <t>{x)dx (» = 0, 1, • • • ).

I J 0 I J 0

TX nwx
<t>*i(x) = sin > 4>sn(x) = 1 + sin —— (» = 2, 3, • • • ),

i i

flTTX

<t>cn(x) = COS—— (» = 0, 1, • • • ).
I

(6.3)

By the use of the scale of <t>0(z) = 1 (Fig. 5) and the scales of the functions in (6.3)

(Fig. 6), the ordinates of the orthogonality foci of <f>(x) with these functions can be

found graphically by the procedure of Section 2. If we denote these ordinates by

/o, /.»,/«., respectively, then (6.2) takes the form

2 2
d\ = —/.Alf &n = ~~~ (ftn^an fo&o) — 2, 3, * * * ),

V i

2
bn = — (fcnVcn ~ /o^o) (» = 0, 1, • • • ).

I

(6.4)

where are respectively the areas under the curve <l>o(x) = 1 and the curves

in (6.3) for the interval (0,1). Now

21 / 1 — cos nir\
0.1i !!., = ! 1+ ) (« = 2, 3, •••),

it \ nir /

£2o — If Ocn = If
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whence (6.4) becomes

4 f / 1 - cos W7r\ "1
®i = —/si, an = 2 I/„„ ( 1 H  j — /oj (n = 2, 3, • ■ • ),

= 2(/cn - /„) (» = 0, 1, • • • ).

7. Graphical evaluation of Mohr integrals. In the theory of structures, the de-

termination of deflections in bending often requires the evaluation of so-called Mohr

Ali 1111 11 I i 11111 ill n 11 i ii ill    s

^ <1
i-mfi I 111111 I I III Inn I n I I I I i I I

Fig. 7.

integrals, which have the form T = J'0MXM1 dx, where Mt is a function of x. given

graphically and Ml is a linear function of * (Fig. 7).

From Fig. 7, we see that

Thus

M'x = Mab1—^ + M'ba ?-■ (7.1)
I I

r' Mab , x r' m'ba
T = J Mx—-— (I — x)dx + J M x—-— xdx. (7.2)

By use of the scale of x given in Fig. 5, for both of these integrals the orthogonality

foci Fab and FBa can be determined graphically. If M*b and M%a denote the ordi-

nates of these foci, then

T = M*ab(\M'abI) + mIaHM'baI),

T = \1{M*abM'ab + M*baM'ba). (7.3)

M*b and M%a are called the focal moments.


